Hydraulic dump unit ready for use in green industry

E-Z Dumper, the original hydraulically operated dump unit for pickup trucks is designed to hold and load up to 2 tons of material.

The unit will dump on command and in seconds you can unload what would take an hour to unload by hand.

Valley Manufacturing, Inc. says the E-Z Dumper can hold and unload up to 4,000 lbs. or two cubic yards of firewood, topsoil, gravel, mulch, grain, or other material, depending on the weight-carrying capacity of your truck.

No alterations are required for most trucks. The unit easily installs into truckbeds with just a few bolts.

The fully hydraulic unit operates on any standard 12-volt truck battery. Circle No. 191 on Reader Inquiry Card

Turf spray vehicle has strongest boom

Smithco has introduced a turf-spray-dedicated vehicle with what is described as the strongest spray boom available. Its spray system features precise application, measurement, and control.

The Spray Star's 20-foot boom comes in three models, with raindrop or tee-jet models.

Its 160-gallon capacity, fiberglass tank is designed with an ultra-low profile for maximum visibility and operator safety.

The prime mover's ground speed ranges up to 11 mph.

An optional computerized control system monitors ground speed and application rate. Other options are a foam marker system, protective operator cab, electric cargo dumping system, Vicon spreader attachment and new "equalizer" boom which can be controlled electrically from the operator's seat. The boom is adjustable from 20-16 feet for close tight areas such as greens and tees.

Circle No. 192 on Reader Inquiry Card

Fertilizer products contain penetrant, wetting agent

Lebanon Total Turf Care introduces Country Club 18-4-10 and Country Club 18-5-9 with Naiad soil penetrant for use on greens, tees, fairways and other professionally maintained turf areas.

These unique product formulations combine Lebanon's two most popular fertilizer grades with an effective wetting agent designed to increase absorption in water resistant soil surfaces.

Country Club 18-4-10 with Naiad is formulated to fertilize turf areas effectively and enable water to spread uniformly over soil surfaces and through resistant soil structures.

This product has a 90 percent organic, homogeneous fertilizer base with 10 units WIN (water insoluble nitrogen), combined with the Naiad wetting agent. It is specially formulated for rapid penetration into the roots.

Circle No. 193 on reader Inquiry Card